
Season 9 - Game #29 
Freeze Out 

           WSOP Challenge 

 
When: Sunday, May 19, 2024 
Time: 12:00pm 
Buy In:     $0 
Rebuy: No Rebuy/$0 
Stack: 10K + addons bought  
Bounty: 0 
Ad-on: 6k / $20 
Points: Not Applicable 
 
This event is a semi-free roll funded by all the WSOP add-ons  
bought at each game through the season (actually, even  
through the off season).  The basic starting stack is 8K and for  
each wsop-add-on purchased the player will recieve 500 chips. 
You must have bought the add-on at least once while playing  
any TWO regular league events.  The idea is to give several  
"seats" to the WSOP main event.  The actual payout structure  
to be determined. 
 
There will be a lunch served as always with our big games.   
 
Please RSVP when text goes out as seating will remain  
limited and we may need to set up another table. 

General Rules: 
1. TDA Rules apply to all Acekiller’s events 
2. Big Blind Ante: Ante is paid first then the blinds, No reduction of Ante at higher levels 
3. Management reserves the right to modify or cancel the event 
4. A player that RSVPs when the game announcement is made is eligible for a 1K bonus chip 
5. A player that arrives 10 minutes before the cards are in the air is eligible for 2k in bonus chips 
6. A player is eligible for rebuy when felted. Surrender is allowed at end of rebuy period. Acekiller tradition does not 

count all-in on the first hand against your rebuys. 
7. Professional dealers are provided, they are paid from the buy in at a fixed rate. The house itself receives no rake. 
8. $40 per league event is set aside as value-added prize pool funds at the Tournament of Champions. 
9. The Add-on money is set aside for the WSOP Challenge at end of season, please see Challenge Rules 
10. Prizes are automatically calculated, and the number of prizes is determined by the number of players and the prize 

pool – see chart. The number of players paid includes paying the bubble, so don’t ask 
11. League events involve points accumulation therefore chopping is highly discouraged and if it occurs the players must 

agree to leave at least 15% of remaining prize pool on top and play it out. 
12. Meals for all events are catered. Players are expected to pay for the meal directly to the caterer at posted rate if they 

partake. Lunch is included for all Big Game events. 
13. Please invite new players to the league but clear them through the TD prior to bringing. 
14. They are poker tables, not dinner tables, please keep food off the table and drinks in cup holders. 
15. Your mother doesn’t work here, clean up after yourself!!

 

 Time  Big 
Blind 

 
Level  Small Blind BB Ante 

1 24 100 100 100 
2 24 100 200 200 
3 24 200 300 300 
4 24 200 400 400 

Break 10  

5 24 300 500 500 
6 24 300 600 600 

 End of Registration Period 
7 24 400 800 800 
8 24 500 1000 1000 
9 24 700 1500 1500 

Break  Chip up Black 
10 24 1000 2000 2000 
11 24 1500 3000 3000 
12 24 2000 4000 4000 
13 24 2500 5000 5000 

Break  Chip up Purple 
14 24 3000 6000 6000 
15 24 4000 8000 8000 

     
     

     

     
 




